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Recognizing great kitchen designs featuring Sub-Zero and/or Wolf products
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Overall winner
.James Meloy, Kitchen & Bath Concepts, Roswell, GA
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Best use of Sub-Zero winner
Shirley McFarlane

McFarlane Design

Atlanta, GA

Highly commended
John Rich

Cabinet Resources

Suwanee, GA

Matthew Quinn

Design Galleria

Atlanta, GA

Best use of Wolf winner
Jill Weber

Kitchen Connections

Alpharetta, GA

Mary Kathryn Calonje

Design Galleria

Atlanta, GA

Lee Woodall

Lee Woodall Designs

Atlanta, GA
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Best use of Wolf winner

Jill Weber, Kitchen Conn~ctions,Alpharetta, GA

The owners of this Eurostyle house

wanted to counterbalance the ornate

nature of the rooms adjacent to the

kitchen by creating a warm, casual

space for the family to mingle in.

The mantel hood, fluted posts and

dentil are a nod to the original nature

of the house. The flat-panel door style

was created in a rich cherry finish

and updates the look in a casual, yet

classic manner.

The staggered heig hts, addition of

glass, use of beadboard in the glass

cabinetry and on the back of the

island, spool legs, arched valance with

pedestal feet, flutes with rosettes, and

decorative corbels, create intimacy

in an otherwise cavernous space that

lacked architectural interest.

The biggest challenge, says the

designer, was creating storage to

compensate for the 78in mantel hood

and 36in professional range.

The solution was to integrate many

design and storage solutions within the

cabinetry - such as pull-out trash and

base units, lazy susan insert, rollout

drawers, and stacked walls.

The detailing and finish on the

perimeter cabinetry was contrasted by

the darker cabinetry used on the island,

with its more simplified styling. Granite

countertops act as the unifying feature

between the two cabinetry styles.

Stainless steel appliances and fixtures

aid in contemporizing the space.

DESIGNER

Jill Weber, Kitchen Connections

CABINETRY

Flat panel in cherry

APPLIANCES

Sub-Zero 650 refrigerator

Wolf DF64G cooktop, S036U oven

Best PK2229 hood liner
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